1. Introduction.-Recent detection of monochromatic phonon pulses explored ballistic propagation and angular dependences in the phonon spectrum. y 2, Phonon pulses arising from a relaxing excited impurity have been described theoreticall~.(~) These span a broad frequency range, are easy to generate and may with some sophistication be detected (a) macroscopically, namely at a distance several times the illuminated region, or (b) microscopically, by coherent measurement of signals produced by secondary absorbers near the impurity. 2. Results. -As noted previously, (3) the pulse-shape depends on the frequency spectrum w(k,j) as function of the wave vector k and branch index j. In Fig. 1 the pulse, which is initially localized near the impurity, maintains its shape and height for a Debye spectrum, w a k, as far as 30 lattice spacings (a) away but distorts and attenuates strongly by dispersion w a sinak12.
The distance (r) and time (t) dependence of the pulse is
The amplitude q of the initial excitation is expected to follow asymptotically for small k theorelationship % a k-2 (or k -' in 2 D ) ( 4 ) .
The polarization vector included in % has a complicated behaviour especially for degenerate modes. (5) We assume an isotropic form. The location of the main maximum i n rq(+,t) at each instant t can be derived by assuming that the main contribution to the sum in (1) comes from points in the Brillouin-zone where the group velocity satisfies
The maximum occurs for values of r,t where the phase in (1) w(k, j) t -hr = 2r x integer It can then be shown that the maximum amplitude is at points rM (9,t) where
The rhs of (2) is shown in Fig. 2 . The values of rx($,t) obtained from computation of (1) at a time t = av-I (vs = velocity of sound) resemble the functional form of (2) in both 20 and 3D.
[~ote however from the figure that only a little later the computed maxima are distorted with respect to the simple prediction ( 2 ) ] .
3. Conclusion.-It follows that with suitable experimental means of detection spontaneous phonon pulses from excited, relaxing impurities can yield useful though limited information about lattice phonons and the impurity-lattice interaction. 
